
Television 

 

Prime time 

 (Ask the class which English language programmes are shown in their country. Are they dubbed or 

given subtitles? Elicit the following programmes by giving clues, e.g. It's about a silly man who doesn't 

talk properly and keeps making mistakes.) 

 

Mr Bean,        Friends,    Star Trek,    The Simpsons,    The Х Files,    ER,     Sesame Street, 

Who wants to be а Millionaire?     Blind Date,     Big Brother,     Crime Scene Investigation 

 

 

If you know one of these programmes, describe it to another student who has never seen it. 

 In groups, brainstorm a list of ten different kinds of programme and then work on your own to put 

the list in order from your most to least favorite. Compare your order with the rest of the group. (Elicit 

the genres and write them on the board. Here are some possibilities.) 

current affairs,           nature/wildlife,           soap operas,          sport,         history,         music,         cookery, 
comedy,       police dramas,        travel,       talk shows,       quizzes,       weather forecast,      DIY /gardening 

 

Survey 

I'm going to dictate one question to each person. Mingle and ask all the other students your question. Make 

a note of their answers. 

Is there more than one ТV in your home?  

Would you like to live without а ТV?  

How many hours а week do you watch ТV?  

Do you watch soap operas? Which ones?  

How often do you watch English language programmes? Do you watch sport? Which ones?  

What is your favorite ТV programme?  

Do you watch nature programmes?  

Is there too much violence on ТV? 



Do you leave the TV on when you're not watching it?  

Should advertisements aimed at children be banned?  

Do you watch the news every day? 

 

Take turns to read out your question and the result of your survey, e.g. I asked the class if there was more 

than one TV in their house. Two of them said there was – that is 20 per cent. One student had a TV in every 

room. 

 

ТV adverts 

What are your favorite TV advertisements? Do you think you are influenced by TV advertising? Why (not)?  

In small groups, imagine you work for an advertising agency. Design а ТV advertisement for one of these 

products. 

а new shampoo,               an economical car,            а glamorous perfume,          а strong beer,                       

а healthy margarine,           fashionable jeans,          an anti-ageing cream,          а lawnmower 

 

 

Imagine the rest of the class are your clients. Describe your advertising campaign and try to persuade them 

to commission it. 

 

Projects 

 Watch the news on TV tonight and make notes about the stories, sport and weather forecast. Turn 

them into headlines. In groups, compare your headlines. How similar are they? 

 Bring in TV guide for the evening of the next lesson. In small groups, try to agree on an evening's 

viewing. You can only watch one TV and you can't record anything. 

 


